
The Trail to the

Aurora Trout
The finding of a new species of the gamy Salvehnus,

which has been accepted by science as a new trout

By Wm. H. Rinkenbach

w
E had just emerged from a
spring trip into the Tii

the Mattawapika River, over the broad
expanse of Lady Evelyn—a lake of a hun-

and Stan, Hort and I were dred isles—and up and up the river of the
spending the hour or two that same name with its precipitous falls,

must elapse until train time in discussing

with our casual acquaintance—who seemed

to accept us as other than the tourists to

come later in the year—the whereabouts

and calchability of brook trout.

"You got map?" inquired George, the

tall, friendly Indian guide.
Assenting, we rummaged through the

duffle and passed to him the one we had
used on our jaunt into this laud of ever-

'

chains of small lakes, rapids, and many

portages of varying degrees of length and
difficulty.

At Gamble Lake we must perforce leave

the stream whose headwaters we were
now Hearing and undertake a final portage

of more than four arduous miles that led

across and down the divide, on the top of
which Clearwater Lake lies at an altitude

of between fifteen and sixteen hundred feet.

Long before, the

others had been

informed of what

George had said ;

and once encamped

on one of the

islands of far-flung
Smoothwater, the

decision io visit

the trout lake was

Brook trout photographed ajtcr pickling

green forests, lakes, rock-ribbed hills, and

picturesque streams. Studying it carefully,

George pointed his finger to a small, nar
row and unnamed lake far to the north

and said briefly, "Trout there."

Remembering that to many of the na

tives of the Northern woods the term
"trout" meant the lake trout, I insinuated

that this, of course, was to what he re
ferred ; but George staunchly insisted that glaringly hot and
Hie trout in that specific lake were "brook clear weather, we

taking only an 18-

foot canoe, lunch,

and our tackle, we
paddled and portaged into it the next

morning and found, hidden amidst the

hills east of Smoothwater, a narrow lake

about three miles in length. As we pad

dled in we saw a small, rocky island near

the outlet, which meandered along the
base of a perpendicular granite cliff
perhaps three hundred fei_-t in height.

In spite of the

great deal o f hope for unusual success.
Idly drifting in the faint breeze while

we discussed what might be the best part

of the lake to try next, I let out a small

trout spoon with Bee fly attached and

.stripped off about fifty feet of line. The

wind was slowly carrying us down the

lake at a short distance from the shore,

and we were lazily discussing the pros and

cons of the question, when there came the

shock and thrill that never fail when it

is forced upon your notice that a big 'un
has gorged the lure.

With a lunge that bent the fly-rod nearly

double and took the line under the canoe

—so unexpected was the attack—the battle

started and all four of us came to life

again. And there was need that the angler

be vety much alive and alert; for with long,
bull-like rushes and short, hairpin sprints,

that fish made every second mean some
thing. Luckily he did not succeed in tear

ing loose during the first minute of confu

sion; and after "A.C." had swung the

immediate and canoe around, and so freed the line, it was
unanimous. So, an even fight.

WE all have our hopes and dreams,

and what trout-fisherman has not
visioned himself in a diffused-focus scene,
doing battle with and landing the one that
is to put all previous triumphs in the cate
gory of trivial things? Within a few min
utes came the realization that such a scene

was now being enacted and knowledge as
certain as though the fish already was
gasping in the net that a Satvclhuts fonti-

trout—speckled trout." Knowing the repu

tation as guides borne by him and his

brothers, I thanked him for the informa

tion and promised myself to head for that

lake at the first opportunity.

With this as an added attraction and

opportunity beckoning, only two months

later found me again one of a party of

four that headed north. Starting from
Latch ford, Ontario, and thereby saving

time in getting beyond the range of the

usual tourist, we were towed up the Mon

treal River by our genial outfitter, Archie

King, to where the drainage of the Lady
Evelyn watershed empties into the river

over the double falls of Mattawapika.

During the next five days, with the

handicap of frequent and heavy rains

added to the other natural harriers lav

ishly thrown across our path when the

world was young, we steadily pushed
ahead in a northwesterly direction with

Smoothwater Lake as our goal. Our
route took us up the long, sinuous arm of
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fished near the

island and were

rewarded with a

single brook trout

of about one
pound.

/GEORGE'S say-

^—' so was con
firmed, but it was
in a mood rather

skeptical as to the

density of the finny population that we

slowly trolled to the upper end of the

lake.

We passed another larger and densely
wooded island en route, but had nary a

bit of encouragement in the way of a

strike; so landed to eat our lunch. A hot

sun, a blinding glare from the water, and
a riotous plenitude of huckleberries caused

us to linger longer than usual over this ;

but finally we re-embarked to continue
fishing with determination, if not with a

lurora trout photographed ajtcr pickling

nalis of at least three pounds' weight and

a strong disinclination to arbitrate had the
far end of the line. At the end of five

minutes, with the foregoing convictions

intensified and a lurking fear of loss

dawning, I was moved to announce that

if this one escaped it would be a case of
justifiable suicide.

And so the fight continued for an un

noted length of time; but finally his trotit-

ship could no longer cope with the untir

ing spring of the rod and the continuous
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The Trail to the Aurora Trout

drag of the line, and grudgingly but
surely was brought near the canoe. Then,

coming close to the surface, a gleam of

silver flashed through the clear water and

terror lent strength to a savage spurt tha^

took out the line again but proved to bi;

his last great effort.

Carefully bringing

him alongside the

canoe, "A.C."

netted him and—

BEFORE us lay
a trout. Not

the giant for which

I had fought, but

a trout not more

than a foot in

length. Not the

darkly colorful

speckled trout with

iridescent beauty

spots of red and

blue I had ex
pected, but a trout

whose flanks of

silver merged into

a gold - specked

bluish-silver on the

back and into the

white of the belly.

Of the usual

orange - yellow

spots there were

none, and of the
beauty spots only

the faintest of in

dications at one or

two places.

Filled with sur

prise at the un

expected appear

ance and with the

intensity of the

fight still jumbling

our thoughts, my

startled "But what

is it?" met with

but a three fold

echo. After much

exclaiming and
scratching of

heads, we decided

that undoubtedly

before us lay a

trout that certainly

was neither brook

nor lake trout and

therefore must be another kind. Brown,

rainbow and stcelhead were suggested in

turn, only to be rejected by the cognoscenti

of the outfit; we decided that this must

be what the natives referred to as "gray
trout." Without being able to specify dif

ferences, we had at various times heard
rangers, trappers and guides insist that
such differences exist as to distinguish

"gray" and "lake" trout.

The fires of angling enthusiasm now

flared madly and we resumed our slow

trolling over this part of the lake with a

choice assortment of spoons, flies and pork

rind trailing in our wake. However, the
Bee-fly spinner—the only one in the outfit

—seemed to have the call; for within the
next hour or so 1 landed two more, while

Sid struck, hooked and dragged three
alongside the canoe—only to lose each at

the last moment. Finally he hooked an

other and, with the three of us driving
from the rear scat and cheering him on,

he managed to bring the largest of all
into the net.

It was now late in the afternoon and
we started down the lake with our island
camp as the goal. However, noticing the
mouth of a tiny brook on the west shore
and seeing a smaller lake marked but a

short distance back on the map, we walked

but a few hundreds oi yards over a low
hill and saw lying before us in the early

shadows a Sake in which the trout were

breaking water by the hundred as they fed

at or near the surface. With regret that

we could not take advantage of this fur-

While still in the teens, I was first af

flicted by an annual fever that began in
the dead of winter and, manifesting itself

in tackle-tinkering and a review of all
available angling literature, increased in

intensity until the climacteric day when

the trout season

opened. "Trout fe
ver," the despair of

mothers and exas

peration of wive?.

seems actually to

render the victim

happier, hardier.
and more imper

vious to insinua

tion and reproach,

rather than result

ing in a weakening

and waning.

A few months

after our return,

my annual attack

came on and en

countered surpris
ingly little resist

ance. Naturally

"those trout" were

the first point of
attack. Resistance

was lowered to the

vanishing point ami

a renewed and
systematic study of

the literature ich-

thyologic ensued;

but the more deep

ly purs u ed, the

more elusive the
fish seemed and

the more baffling

the results.

C

We journeyed far up (he Lady Evelyn River

tlier opportunity, we turned back and an entir

headed for camp.

The next day proved to be cold and

rainy, but Bill and Sid made a brief ex
cursion to the smaller of the two lakes
and returned with two more of the trout

that have caught and held some of the
color-splendor of the auroral skies. Also,
Bill brought back a weird tale of one, the

granddaddy of 'cm all, which Sid hooked,

dragged to the canoe, tried to net, and,
catching a hook in the net, shook loose at

the very gunwale of the canoe in his ef

forts to free the net. 'Twas then the lat

ter announced in self-defense: "I'm not

;in angler—I just fish."

THE following day we must needs head

south again, but it was with the hope
of once more seeing the hidden lakes and
taking more of those trout that we left

Smooth water. Having returned to the

city, with a long and fishless winter be
fore us, we each consulted several tomes

of fish fable and fact without being able

to identify the species we had seen; so we

had recourse to our original conclusion

that this was the "gray trout," and let it

go at that. And so the matter might

have rested had it not been for a personal
idiosyncrasy.

ORRESPON-

DENCE and

consultation with

l>rs. Hcnn and

Kendall, of the
Carnegie Museum,

and the U. S. Bu

reau of Fisheries,

failed to clear up
the matter, the

most interesting

lead being an opin

ion from the latter

that this might

very probably be

new species of trout.

With deep (outward) regret I realized
that previous plans for a long-deferred
visit to the paternal roof must, in the face
of pressing scientific duty, be laid aside
and the self-immolation of a spring trip

in quest of specimens arranged. Of the

necessity of this I was firmly convinced,
but when the other three were approached

they proved interested but fly-shy. How
ever, there was no difficulty in persuading

another angling friend, Charley Goulding,

to make the foray and the middle of la^t
May found us again in Latchford.

To our disgust, the Montreal was
choked with the logs of the spring drive
and we were faced with the necessity of a

long detour that would require some time;

but on a leaden-gray morning we crossed

the river and started a two-mile portage.

This led through a forest of nothing but

silver birch. As the leaves had not as yet

even begun to bud, the pall of the dismal

sky only emphasized the feeling of being

in a lonely graveyard of a thousand tall,

gaunt stones. Snow lay in patches along

the trail and, when halfway over, a hail

storm beat a tattoo upon our packs; but

by the time we had reached the end of the

portage at Anamanipissing Lake the sun

was shining brightly and an easy paddle
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over beautiful, calm water was before us.
Late afternoon found us near the south

ern end of the lake. Landing on a small,

rocky island that was the site of an ex

tremely dilapidated rangers' cabin, we
decided—on a hunch—to stay here and
save the labor incidental to

pitching camp, although the
weather was' brightly fair and

there were still several hours
available for travel. A happy
hunch it proved to he, for

hardly bail we cooked and
eaten when a small, black

cloud scurried up out of the
west, a roaring gale swooped

down, and a torrent of cold

rain that soon became a heavy

snow be^an lo fall.

Field and Stream

most freezing temperature of the water.
(lie trout would not strike at fly, spoon,

or live bait. Being cold-blooded, the

metabolic processes of trout are suspended

almost entirely under these conditions,

and, with the driving force of hunger on

RETREATING to the
poorly chinked and part

ly roofless cabin, we soon
realized the impracticability

of making it comfortable and
were driven into our blankets

by the intense cold. During

the night I awakened several
times to thrust my head,

tortoise-like, from beneath

the blankets, find the pillow of duffle and

clothing nicely covered with snow, and

bear the wind bowling with such ferociry

that I feared our canoe, which had been

upturned on the shore, would be lifted
right off the island. No, I did not go

forth to tie it fast!

The next day was clear but intensely
cold and so windy that the high waves

and angry whitecaps prevented our depar

ture. By dint of work and some laugh

able makeshifts, we managed to make our

selves fairly comfortable, so that we were
able to find a certain amount o{ humor

in our position. Late in the afternoon the

wind subsided somewhat and we did a
little casting from the island with a pleas

antly surprising result, for after bagging

a dare Charley took a three-pound lake

trout on a pork rind.

During the next several days we en

countered tough going, due to the ex-

Iremcly cold weather and frequent flur

ries of snow. Paddling over hikes dotted
by many islands, with tlie immediate past

and future veiled from view by snow,
proved interesting if not entertaining; and

we found it advisable to make one of the

still vacant ranger cabins our nightly goal

when possible.

Arriving at the outlet of the Lady

Evelyn River, we proceeded upstream some
distance ; but now, when we were at last

in the brook-trout country, we were con

fronted with the fact that, due to the al-

time was spent in catching and preserving

specimens of the new trout, brook trout,

and other minor species in the lake, taking
natural-color photographs of the speci

mens and in general photography.
Visits were exchanged with the two

rangers stationed on Smooth-

water Lake; from them we

learned that these trout had

been called rainbow trout and
land-tacked salmon by the oc

casional anglers finding their
way here, as well as facts
concerning their distribution

and habits. We also learned

that the lake on which we

were camped is known by the

rangers and trappers as White

Pine Lake, although bearing

no official map name.

B

Everything wtU covered with snow the morning after the storm.

And ive were trout fishing

the part of the fish gone, the fishing of

ice-cold streams is almost hopeless.

Disappointed but not discouraged, we

made our way to the cabin of a trapper-

friend, one Charley Taylor. Here we

stayed for a week in the hope that the
weather would moderate. However, the

cold, windy weather persisted to the day
on which it was necessary that we sta't

for the outside, helping Taylor take out

his dogs and furs. Then, as if by magic,

the black flies and mosquitos began to

appear in swarms, and we knew that our
departure was well-timed.

AHARE two months more passed and,
the unbcarableness of the fly-season be

ing over, we again turned our steps north

ward and determinedly set out for the far-

off lake of unusual lure. Again there were

but two of us, the other 50 per cent being

Doc, an ichthyologist who had never
angled but was willing to try.

After four days of straining effort from

Latch ford we arrived at tiie long-antici

pated goal. Doc was new to the game

and had been more or less unappreciative

of what was ahead of him when he

started; so the route proved a series of
rude shocks to a love of com fort that

had earned for him ihe title of "Duke of

Moribundia."
Pitching camp upon the tiny, rocky isle!

near the outlet of the lake, we remained

here for the betler part of a week. This

Y the time we had col

lected, photographed and

explored sufficiently, the mar

gin of our available time was

small; so we started on the

back-track at a hurried pace

At length we emerged, with

our specimens, into the land
of soda-pop and safety razors,

and called it a trip.

There still remained considerable to be

done in the way of analysis, search of
literature, and comparison with- other

little-known trout species; but the data
obtained showed that we had found a

brand-new and gamy species.

Impressed by the striking yet harmo

nious color-scheme of this fish, which is

found in a region whose skies are fre

quently illuminated by the glories of the

Northern lights, it lias been given the

common name of aurora trout; while the

locality in which it is found and the fact

that it belongs to the same genus as the

brook trout—the charrs—is indicated by

its scientific name, Salvelinus timagamien-

sis. As such it has been reported in the
annals of the Carnegie Museum.

From our observations and information
gathered from the rangers, the following

general facts concerning the new species

can be given:

Apparently the aurora trout is confined
to the limited area of the Smootlnvatcr

Lake drainage of the Timagami region,

which consists of about ten lakes and

streams and forms the headwaters of the

East Branch of the Montreal River. It is

found up to three pounds in weight and in

the same lakes as brook trout of the same

size.

While not equaling its speckled cousin
in beauty, it is truly magnificent in appear-

(Continued on page 60)

The home of the Aurora trout. White Pine Lake from Look-out Hill
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A lifetime of satisfaction is

built into every Fox Gun

WHEN you choose a FOX

Gun, you are buying a lifetime

of shooting satisfaction. FOX

Guns are built to endure, and to

give the same

dependsibleserv-

ice year after

year.

Every FOX has these sterling

features:

One-piece Hammer and Firing

Pin; Rotary Taper Bolt; Three-

piece Lock; Automatic Safety;

Coil Springs exclusively. And

every FOX is 80% hand-mutle

and hand-fitted by the highest

paid craftsmen in the gun trade.

Whatever your favorite kind

of shooting, you can get a FOX

especially designed for it—built

to your specifications, if you

prefer.

Write today for catalog and

prices.

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY

4646 N. ISth Street

PHILADELPHIA
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that dale, we shall he glad to publish your
reply in full, in the same issue. We believe

that you are sincere in your arguments in

favor of national pistol prohibition; that

is to say, we do not for a minute doubt

that yon believe il will he of great benefit.

Consequently, although we do not agree
with you, we believe that you arc entitled

to have your reply to this letter set before

our readers, and we K-lieve also that our

readers are entitled to hear your side of

the case.
Yours verv truly,

E.'F. WARNER,
Publisher.
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WESTLEY RICHARDS GUNS
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An unusually attractive gun de

signed to meet the requirements of

the most critical. All that the finest
materials and expert workmanship

can put into a pun you will find in a
Westlcy Richards.
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ANOTHER RECORD SMASHED

(Continue® from Page 15)

A, Hand-lining the double line or use of

a boatman's handline snapped on or in any
way attached to the double line or leader.

5. Failure to have lines tested and rods

measured and weighed before using.
6. Failure to comply with tackle speci-

fications.
7. Shooting a fish.
8. Throwing gaff at fish before leader is

within reach of boatman.
9. Use of harpoon, lance or lily iron.

10. Use of gaff over 8 feet over all hi
length.

11. Anyone oilier than angler and one

gaffer assisting in gaffing or killing a fish.
12. Use of more than two hooks at

tached to leader at any one time or use

of clusters of hooks (two or more) fas
tened together in any manner.

Mr. Gillespie used a hickory rod weigh

ing fifteen ounces with which to catch his
world record broadbtli, and his line tested

at sixty-three pounds breaking- strength.

The great fish measures 12 feet 9 inches
from tip of sword to spread of tail, has n

girth of sixty inches (quite a nice waist
measure), and the bill itself is four feet in
length.

The world record catch will be mounted

and presented by Mr. Crillespie to the Tuna
Club. The Harry Mallen broadhill which
was brought in last season now hangs on

the wall of the Tuna Club and is_ the
cynosure of all eyes, a beautiful specimen

of perfect preservation.

THE TRAIL TO THE AURORA

TROUT

(Continued fram page 20)

ance. The unvcrmiculated. rich bluish-
silver or plum color of its back and upper
sides, flecked with single scales that have
a golden gleam, shade into the gleaming
silver of its flanks, through which show

occasionally the rudiments of beauty spots

Of red and blue similar to those found in
the brook and brown trouts. The belly
is of creamy white and the white-edged
fins are a solid madder-red, lacking the
wavy striations of green and black found

in the brook trout.

Like the brook trout, when handled or

killed, the brilliancy of the colors quickly
fades. One dead specimen, kept in the

water, was attacked by a leech and almost

entirely bleached in a short time. A pe
culiarity noticed was that to almost every

specimen of the aurora trout taken on the

last trip were attached a number of cope-

pods, a species of small white parasite.

In habits the aurora trout is very simi

lar to those of the other members of its
family. A rare fighter, its equality or

superiority to the brook trout is a nar

rowly debatable question. It is both a
bottom and surface feeder, depending upon

conditions of weather and time.

In the spring it can lie taken with fiics,
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Field and Stream—September,

and at other times with small and medium
spoons, crawfish, minnows and worms. In
the stomach of one of those first caught
was found a recently swallowed wood

mouse!
The forests, lakes, streams and natural

life of the land, air and water of the
Timagami have already contributed much
to the pleasure of those fortunate enough
to have visited this region. With the
added lure of a new, gamy and beautiful
fish, the already great reward of angling
satisfaction can only be increased for
those with the necessary time and energy
to make the long and arduous trip to the
secluded home of the aurora trout.

IN PANAMAN JUNGLES

(Continued from page 2$)

brook mumbled on our left, with a lapping

sound now and then that to our sensitized
perceptions was the sound of an animal

drinking. A nequc turned inquiring eyes
on our lights and fled with a startled
squeak. The darkness held a touch of the
unreal, a sort of goblin-haunted-wood

impression that lent the shadows gro

tesque, flitting forms.

While indulging these pleasant fancies

I was recalled to reality with a sudden

ness that was disconcerting. As we
rounded the debris of a giant fallen tree,

the form of a full-grown jaguar stood

revealed by our lights, his eyes turned on

us with green malignity, his tail moving
from side to side with a series nf sudden

jerks. He was standing over the carcass

of a partly devoured deer, and was evi
dently loath to desert his kill. As I
raised my rifle he gave a snarl of rage,
ending in a throaty rumble that was the
ecu ceti I rated essence of boding evil.

Why not be frank? I had no quarrel
with that jaguar, and lie was SO much

madder than I was that his rage emana

tions seemed to flow into and through me
and interfere with my respiration and

circulation. How I appreciated the com
panionship of blessed Frank, standing be

side me unmoved — probably lost in
admiration of the crouching grace of that
sparkling dynamo of malevolence.

'TpHERE was not much time for intro-

■A Spection or prolonged soul searching;
so I aimed at the neck and slowly squeezed

the trigger. The cat went backward and
down, wilh a great hind paw beating the

air. I fired again at the shoulder. In an
instant he was up, in a staggering; charge

toward us. Frank was ready with the

shotgun, but did not want to ruin the

hide.
Suddenly the jaguar dropped forward

and out of sight. We advanced cautiously,

with gnns ready. A dry quebrada leading
away from the stream had afforded a

chance of temporary concealment and re-
Ireal, and he had taken it.

We followed the quebrada, searching

out the thickets with our lights. There

were splashes and dribbles of blood every

few feet, but no sound ahead. Hiding

places were numerous and we did not dare

advance too hastily for fear of a charge

at close quarters.

After a couple of hundred yards we
realized the animal was traveling much
faster than we were. Frank cussed ihc

fact that he had held fire when he had a
chance to finish the business, hide or no

hide. The trail of blood now left the
qucbrada and led up a slope toward higher

ecuntry. The marks were less frequent
and we had to work carefully at times to
find them.

Pushing through some low shrubs, we
bumped into a wasps' nest and stirred a

Model330Double

ammer-

less Shotgun in 12

Ga.—16 Ga.—20

Ga. and .410 Ga.

Dependability
Quality and low price can be secured

by large volume production. Here is re

markable gun value foe $27-50 because

it is made by Stevens—the largest man

ufacturers of Shotguns in the world.

The 330 Stevens double

gun has a selected Black
Walnut stock and fore

arm, that are deeply check
ered and beautifully fin

ished; barrels and breech

mechanism are perfectly
fitted. It will give the same

service In safe, accurate
shooting qualities as any

Shotgun regardless ofprice.

Even those sportsmen

who have selected their

arms by high price influ

ence to secure the best,

and whose prejudices are

hardest to overcome, are

today buying Stevens

firearms because of their

fine finish, reliability and

moderate prices.

Single Shot Rifles Single Barrel Shotguns Double Barrel Shotguns

Repeating Shotguns Repeating .22 Cat. Rifles Pistols

TeleSCOpei end Accessories

IEV
61st Year. Largest Manufacturers ofShotguns in the World

Owned and operated by Savage Arms Corp.

J. STEVENS ARMS COMPANY,

Dcpt. No. 327 CbJcopee Falls, Mass.

Semi your new interesting catalog of STEVENS firearms.

Name

Street

City State —

Want to Swap Guns?
I will pay cash lor your Kim. riftt;» or pislul, (ir c^»

cUnnn witli you for any oilier firearm you may

want. Write me what you have, what you wain, and
1 will make you an offer br return mail.

S. J. FRANCIS, Adams Si]. Boston. 9, Mass.

BEAT THE BANDIT TO THE DRAW

virp which iiulayour
sun it. KastiTu la
timcnt h™ril of your

nuiJiifit; ii quick iiirr draw iwissihV. ton
with l-hrv fubinifln ornpi;' .'■■TV ' '~ ■

. Jit.I"). Wriio for full i

Stake-Out Decoys Weigh 4 Ozs., Cost 35c
[For Shallow/ Water . Photographic reproductions of many kinds of

ducks died out of heavy waterproof fiberboard.
^Bodies spread by inserting- metal frame with wire

^F leg attached. Also floating decoys weighing one-half
'pound each at 55 centseach, and oversize Canada stafce-

Sr*out goose at $1.00 each, Kent postpaid on receipt of price.

££S*2SS&J Johnson's Folding Decoys,

61
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